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It’s my pleasure to welcome you to Issue Three of Planet Hockey. In this issue  

we have compiled a truly global selection of features – from Africa, to South 

America, to India and Europe – giving you a great cross section of hockey. In 

Planet Hockey we don’t just cover the top level of international hockey – although 

you will always get a full update on this – but we also cover the game at grass 

roots hockey. In this issue, for example, we report about a great initiative that is 

taking place in the Ivory Coast. 

Our main goal at Planet Hockey is to bring the world of hockey together – 

from those playing in the very competitive European hockey leagues, to the sandy 

pitches of Africa, to the hockey-mad nations of New Zealand and Australia. One 

of my favourite stories in this issue is the piece by Kouadio Martial about creating 

grass roots hockey in central Africa – it’s well worth a read and gives you great 

insight into what it takes to grow the seeds in a nation that has a vision, and a 

passion. Our team has put together another great issue – covering the two Hockey 

World League Finals, in Argentina for the women and India for the men, plus 

an insightful interview with new Dutch women’s coach Alyson Annan. We also 

report from the African Championships where the South African men and women 

emerged victorious, plus we have much more from our columnists. 

I have to thank my Deputy Editor Sarah Juggins for her role in helping me 

achieve my vision for Planet Hockey – without her and our other contributors 

and awesome photographers, such as Grant Treeby, we couldn’t put together the 

magazine each issue – so a big thanks to Sarah, Grant and all our team. 

For my opinion piece this issue I want to look at the relationship between 

hockey and the media, as the gap between those who “get it” and those who don’t 

is staggering. Over the past year I have had the privilege to attend a number of 

events around the world, including the Hockey World League Semi-Final (HWL 3) 

event in Belgium and the Oceania Cup in Stratford to name a couple. I take my 

hat off to Richard Stainthorpe and his team from the FIH when it comes to making 

things easy for media wanting to cover an event, and I have to single out the media 

team from HWL 3 in Antwerp – they were fantastic. Awesome people to work with, 

if we had a request they would bend over backwards to make it happen. It was the 

same when working with the media teams from Hockey New Zealand and Hockey 

Australia at the Oceania Cup in Stratford – again full credit to some fantastic 

people for what they accomplished. It made going to these events a pleasure. 

HOWEVER the same cannot be said for the Argentina Hockey Confederation 

(CAH) who, from what I have experienced, couldn’t really care less if media came 

to cover their events or not. The Hockey World League Final in Rosario is a case 

WELCOME
B y  

n e d  d a w s o n

www.planethockeyforum.com
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in point. After numerous emails and phone calls, there were too many occasions 

when they failed to respond to media requests in a timely manner. Due to their  

lack of response regarding available accommodation, for example, airline  

bookings were lost: there was no point paying for a ticket to Rosario when we had 

no idea if we could get accommodation, so therefore we didn’t attend. Personally,  

it was a real shame as for me, as I was due to report on the Black Sticks, who 

created their own piece of history when they played in a major final for the first 

time. Big lesson learnt here. 

Hockey is one of those sports that needs as much coverage as it can get – in 

many countries it’s classed as a second tier sport – it doesn’t get the funding, 

the exposure, and the column inches in the newspapers. That was the reason we 

decided to create our own media in the shape of Planet Hockey – to help increase 

the media presence of this amazing sport. BUT for us to do that we need YOUR 

help, the help of the clubs, the teams, the associations and the national federations. 

We aren’t mind-readers – we don’t know what’s going on in your areas or with 

your teams – so drop us an email, tell us what’s happening, invite us to your events 

and we will do our best to get there. We WANT to promote your events and teams 

– that’s what we are all about. The photographers that we use are some of the best 

in the business and we love shooting the most dynamic sport out there. If, through 

reading Planet Hockey, we can get another few people along to games and get 

them hooked on hockey then we have achieved what we set out to do. 

2016 has some fantastic events planned and we want to ensure we showcase 

them to the world. Me personally, I will be at a bunch of them. My good friend’s 

daughter plays for Diocesan School for Girls here in Auckland, New Zealand and 

she is the reason I got involved in the sport in the first place. For that I owe her 

immensely. Her coaches are current or ex-NZ Black Sticks and watching her 

develop her skills under their guidance has been the most satisfying time of my life 

– I can just image how parents and coaches around 

the world feel when their charges up the ante and 

take their game to the next level. So from the Dio 

1st XI trip to Sydney in April to the Eight Nations at 

the Festival of Hockey in Napier to the Champions 

Trophy in the UK in June you can rest assured that 

myself or one of the Planet Hockey team will be 

in attendance at these events, plus many more to 

create some amazing coverage. 

In closing – just remember, the media is here to 

help you promote your sport but we need your help. 

Tell us about it, invite us to it and let’s work together 

to give this great sport the coverage it needs. 

Have a great season everyone and 2016 is going 

to be an awesome year. 

Ned Dawson
Publisher 

E  ned@planethockeymag.com
M  +64 21 757 747
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Over the past few months the qualification slots for the Rio 

Olympics have all been filled. New Zealand and Ireland 

men’s teams and Japan and Spain women’s teams were the last 

four sides to learn that they had booked their berths at one of the 

two blue riband events in international hockey.

All four teams benefited from three factors – their finishing 

spots at the Hockey World League Semi-Finals; their world 

ranking places and the decision by the South African Olympic 

Committee to not allow their hockey teams to compete at the 

Olympic Games.

A lot has been written and said about this decision, including 

an impassioned piece by South African men’s keeper Erasmus 

Pieterse on the ruination of his Olympic dreams and a piece by a 

hockey enthusiast from South Africa who asked what he should 

tell his daughter when she asked what sport she should play.

The devastation was clear to see on the faces of the women’s 

side when they finished out of the top five at the HWL Semi-Final 

in Valencia. They had been pre-warned by their government 

that anything less than automatic qualification through the HWL 

Semi-Finals would not do. This despite the fact that all the teams 

who finished above them were ranked higher and also despite 

the fact that they subsequently cruised to an emphatic victory in 

the African Championships. 

The men also won their continental championship: less 

dramatically than the women’s team, but still unbeaten in all 

their matches. Because the second placed teams in the African 

Championships – Eygpt men and Ghana women – were both 

ranked too low in the world rankings to warrant inclusion in the 

Olympics, the continent of Africa will not be represented in 2016.

Mine is an emotional response. I know how hard all 

international teams work to prepare themselves for major 

competition. I have witnessed the sacrifice these players make. 

To fulfil the international federation’s requirements of winning 

the continental championships but to still not be allowed to 

ANTICIPATING  
A GLORIOUS 2016 B y  

S a r a h  J u g g i n s
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compete at the Olympics is heart-breaking in the short-term. 

The more worrying consequence is in the long-term: what is 

the future of hockey in Africa if the best team is not allowed to 

compete in the top competitions? If hockey in South Africa is 

allowed to slip into the doldrums, then the standard across the 

continent will drop, because at the moment South Africa sets 

a standard that other African nations aspire towards.

On a brighter note, 2016 is a year when hockey will  

enjoy some great moments. The Champions Trophy will take 

place in India and England, the Olympics will be lighting up 

Brazil and at the end of the year the Youth World Cup takes 

place, where we will be able to see the future stars of the 

game in action.

Planet Hockey is all about celebrating the game in all 

its exciting, dramatic glory, so this year the team here are 

barely able to conceal their sense of anticipation. Can the 

Netherlands women and Germany men complete an historic 

treble and repeat their successes of 2008 and 2012 or is it 

the turn of some new kids on the block? Whatever happens, 

Planet Hockey will be there to witness, record and report all 

the action.

Finally, a shout-out to the many coaches and volunteers 

around the world who are working so hard to promote the 

game at grass roots level. We celebrate some of those hard-

working and selfless people in the pages of this issue and hope 

that their story inspires others to follow suit. If you know of 

anyone who deserves mention in these pages do get in touch.

Sarah Juggins
Deputy Editor, Planet Hockey

NB: Here at Planet Hockey, we believe in audience 

participation, so email/write/tweet to me and share your 

thoughts on all things hockey - twitter: @sjuggs15
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There are unsung heroes across the board in South Africa, yet very 

few are recognised on a national scale, which makes it ever more 

special that Nkosinathi “Nathi” Ngubane 

of Durban has been nominated for the 

SA Department of Sport and Recreation’s 

Volunteer of the Year award.

“It is encouraging that there are 

people who recognise what we are 

doing as volunteers in assisting our 

youth to become competent athletes,” 

says Ngubane. “It is a privilege to be 

instrumental in change.”

The school principal grew up in 

kwaMashu playing football. “Hockey 

was something we never thought 

existed. I was introduced to hockey 

by Gillian Daniels [one of the 

country’s outstanding players) who 

came to kwaMashu in 1993 to do 

development of hockey when we 

had the kwaMashu Community Games.”

There was an immediate connection in Ngubane’s mind, primarily 

due to hockey’s similarities to football. “It’s only that in hockey you use 

a stick and small ball,” he chuckles. “I was also excited at the possibility 

of exposing our children to a sporting code that never existed in the 

context of my youth, and to identify talent.”

Wanting to know more, Ngubane invited Daniels to visit the schools 

at Inanda (aMaoti area) where he was working. “My role was to organise 

the schools and Gillian came for coaching clinics, and that’s how 

everything began. Due to the unavailability of facilities I started my 

coaching in the classroom.”

Since that first introduction to hockey in 1993, Ngubane has now 

passed 22 years of service in his crusade to develop the sport in 

previously unchartered waters.

NATHI NGUBANE:
HOCKEY 
DISCIPLINE B y  

 J o n at h a n  C o o K
S o u t h  A f r i c a  H o c k e y

Connect with your friends, get in-the-moment updates  
& watch events unfold, in real time, from every angle.
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From those modest beginnings came the establishment of INK (Inanda, 

Ntuzuma and kwaMashu) Hockey Club. So what made Ngubane choose these 

specific areas as the focus of his vision?

“I worked at Inanda, so that is where the hockey began. I was then promoted 

to a deputy principal post at Lindelani and established hockey there while 

monitoring Inanda to make sure the sport that I had fallen in love with did not 

die. I was then transferred to Ntuzuma, when I got promoted to a principal post 

and where I’m working right now.”

But surely there have been frustrating obstacles in Ngubane’s way, in the 

genesis of his vision into a tangible reality?

“Oh Yes! A lot of frustration. But because I believe in God, everything that 

presents itself as an obstacle, I know God will solve for me. What frustrates me 

the most by far, is the unavailability of a hockey facility in the INK area, as the 

issue of transport to playing venues is a hindrance. 

“When I see tennis courts in the township, which does not have tennis 

development programmes, I get extremely frustrated. The other thing that 

frustrates me is the lack of parental support, not just about money but just to 

avail themselves to watch their children play hockey. They really miss the skills 

and talent their children are displaying, but slowly we will get them on board.”

Ngubane has a deeply felt end-goal, which never strays far from his 

heart. “My ultimate vision is to see the players coming from the development 

programme representing our country, South Africa. I see a couple of our 

players who will be ready for the 2022 Commonwealth Games in our 

hometown Durban. I also want to see the present players giving back to the 

young stars and sustain the programme.”

The establishment of partnerships with various stakeholders has aided this 

hockey disciple in his quest to make a difference in the lives of children through 

the sport of hockey. “My partnership with the South African Hockey Association, 

through Gary Dolley, has aided me a lot in obtaining hockey equipment, 

coaching manuals and exposure to national hockey conferences.”

INK Hockey Club’s sister club in Durban, Riverside HC, has assisted in the 

collection of hockey equipment and in providing moral support. “Riverside’s 

support in providing us with hockey equipment has encouraged more children 

to play hockey, as they now have the tools to do so.”

A 2015 highlight for Ngubane and INK Hockey Club was their organising and 

hosting the INK/Bremen hockey tournament that took place at Queensmead 

Hockey Stadium in Durban on 2 April. The teams that participated were INK 

Hockey Club, Sportgarten from Bremen in Germany, Riverside HC, Port 

Shepstone High School and Mangosuthu University of Technology.

“Through our Ethekwini Municipality, we have a good relationship with 

Sportgarten and I say a sincere thanks to all Ethekwini Sport and Recreation 

officials, particularly Mr Linda Mbonambi and Nonhlanhla ‘Lala’ Nzuza, who are 

always behind us giving support where it is needed.”

It was at the tournament that 10 primary schools from the INK area each 

received a comprehensive set of hockey equipment provided by Sport and 

Recreation South Africa.

Ngubane expressed his hope to meet with SRSA director general Alec 
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Moemi to discuss hockey development, not only in KwaZulu-Natal but in the 

other provinces as well.

“That is my vision, to assist other provinces by sharing information on how 

we can make hockey grow in this country in the townships and rural areas. 

There is much talent out there and I’m sure if we educators in schools can 

swallow our pride and work with our community volunteers and Department of 

Sport and Recreation and take school sport more seriously, I promise we can 

make our country an active, winning, enabling nation.

“I would request Mr Moemi to meet with municipalities to address the issue 

of building Astro turfs in the previously disadvantaged communities. Hockey is 

no longer played on grass. Our children need to be trained on proper facilities 

to improve and grow their skill set.

“Secondly, I would thank him for what he has done for us as INK Hockey 

Club. Mr Moemi facilitated the purchase of full hockey kit for the club’s players. 

Hockey shoes for each player, boys and girls, playing kit, hockey stick bags, 

hockey sticks, track suits. The teams will look as professional as any club in the 

next season and we are grateful for his support.”

A massive high point this year was when the INK Hockey Club Under-12 boys’ 

team was selected by eThekwini Municipality, out of all the sporting codes, to 

take part in the World Junior Games in Austria in June. And the INK U12 boys’ 

team won the silver medal! What was that experience like for the boys? 

“It was a wonderful experience for the boys, their families and their school 

mates. Once again we wish to thank Ethekwini Municipality for having their 

trust in us, and we proved to the whole world that Inanda, Ntuzuma and 

kwaMashu has got amazing talent!

“I know that if such talent has been discovered in the INK area, it also exists 

in Bushbuck Ridge, it can be discovered in Soshanguve, Soweto, Ikageng 

North-West, and why not eQunu in the Eastern Cape, and the Free State too!”

From the most humble of beginnings, offering hockey coaching to 

enthusiastic learners in a classroom, INK Hockey Club now has teams and 

players from eight years old years to senior level.

“Our senior boys’ team has been promoted to the [KZN Coastal Hockey 

Association] First Division next season, they’ve made us proud. They only lost 

one match this season and won the rest. That indicates to hockey spectators 

that they were watching the ‘Rest’ all along in 2015. They will now see the 

‘Best’ next season,” says Ngubane with a smile that also reveals a glint of 

determination just beneath the surface.

A final word from INK Hockey Club’s partner club, Riverside HC, through 

its chairperson, Wayne Phillips: “We have tried desperately hard, and are still 

trying, to facilitate a hockey [Astro] turf being laid in Ntuzuma or close by, as 

we believe that with a quality hockey turf, Nathi will take his kids’ hockey talent 

through the roof.

“What is key though is that Nathi has done this great work himself. We have 

supported him. Nathi is an absolute pleasure to deal with. He is energetic, 

visionary, transparent and strong. A true leader.”

Nathi Ngubane: hockey disciple. That Astro turf dream will come true. l
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I’m Tim Deavin and I have been a defender/midfielder for the Australian 

men’s team - the Kookaburras - for over the past six years. I play for the 

Tassie Tigers in the Australian Hockey League, Ranchi Rays in the Hockey 

India League and have previously played for Midlands in the New Zealand 

National League, Kuala Lumpur Hockey Club in the Malaysian National 

League and Doncaster in the English National League, it’s fair to say I 

have travelled the world globally with my hockey. 

I’m a part owner, with my teammate Glenn Turner, of Lycan Hockey 

– an exciting new lifestyle brand. I spend most of my time training 

and playing tournaments with the Kookaburras, however, I also enjoy 

working/designing for Lycan during our downtime.

I’m currently in India playing alongside 17 of my teammates in the 

men’s 2015 Hero World League Finals. This is a bit of an insight into our 

life on tour in India with the Kookaburras. 

ANOTHER YEAR, ANOTHER TRIP TO INDIA

For the Australian men’s team, India is our second home. Apart from 

our training base and home in Perth, Western Australia, we play more 

games and spend more time in India than anywhere else in the world, 

most of us could become local tour guides, we know India that well. To 

break it down, we have played one major tournament here each year 

for the past four years, on top of that and for those lucky enough to be 

involved, we spend an additional five weeks here for the Hockey India 

League, which starts in February.

THIS IS INDIA

Four years ago I travelled to India for the first time for the Hockey India 

League, my first impression was one of shock. I remember coming into 

land at Mumbai airport, barely seeing through the thick smog. The airport 

was surrounded by slums and shanties. The taxi ride to our hotel was 

graphic, I was faced with sheer poverty, mutilated people, children and 

mothers begging in the streets, which shocked and distressed me. My first 

thought was, ‘this isn’t what you see on India’s travel ads’. 

JOB CREATION

The first thing I noticed when arriving at the hotel was ‘job creation’. 

THE  
KOOKABURRAS  
DO INDIA

B y  
T i m  D e av i n 

K o o k a b u r r a
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Every job that would normally be associated with one person had 

upwards of four in India, the worst of this is when you head to the 

shopping mall. I went to the sunglasses section and was greeted by  

a lady, next to her was a man and next to him was another man.  

Soon I had an entire floor of people selling the same thing, sunglasses.  

It got to the point where I became quite agitated, shunning people  

away, so I approached a worker and asked why there were so many 

people in one section. He laughed and said, “there are too many  

people in India and everyone needs jobs”. It was at that moment I  

turned around to take in the surroundings, noticing at least 40 staff  

for 10 customers.

DOWNTIME ANTICS

This year’s World League Final is in Raipur, a seemingly small city 

in India with around 600,000 people.  On tour it’s all about building 

relationships, learning as much as we can about ourselves and our 

opposition and trying to enjoy the experience as much as possible. One 

night, the chefs allowed us into their kitchen, showing us how to cook 

traditional Indian dishes, it’s always a bit of a laugh and competition 

between the boys.

Golf is a sport that is played regularly by a large number of the team. 

Over the past few weeks we have been creating our own fun, teeing off 

from the hotel pool deck which is five stories down to the grass grounds 

below – before you panic, this was keenly observed by hotel staff and 

police. Our hotel is surrounded by masses of staff, army and police, 

wherever we go, they come too. The locals are friendly and take a 

relaxed approach to living, as opposed to the strict over-governed west, 

which is nice for a change.

Let me paint the picture of our travelling arrangements to and from 

training and matches while in India. There’s more than 25 Kookaburras 

and staff squished into a bus with locals stopping, watching, waving and 

smiling happily as we duck in and out of small narrow streets, which 

have been blocked off for us by police. The sirens flashing and blazing 

from our escorts probably don’t help us fly under the radar. 

The crowds here in India are amazing! The stadium is always packed 

to the rafters with the world’s most passionate hockey fans who 

scream your name, want photos and signatures. They showcase their 

vibrant culture throughout the matches, dancing, cheering [extremely 

loudly], singing and playing musical instruments to create an exciting 

atmosphere, no one does it better than them, especially when the Indian 

team has the attacking play.

India is an amazing place, from the people, their culture and  

archaic history. Coming here each year has given me a different 

perspective on life, making me appreciate the life I live and how lucky  

I am to live where and how I do. There is such extremity here with  

many rich and even more poor, however, ultimately it’s not about their 

title, status or what they do/do not own in life that makes them happy, 

it’s seeing them do what they love and enjoy in life that really makes  

this place special. l

Checkout Lycan Hockey online, head to www.lycanhockey.com.
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Alyson Annan needs no introduction to followers of 

hockey over the past 25 years. A leading light of 

the Australian ‘golden generation’ of women hockey 

players who won gold medals at both the Atlanta and 

Sydney Olympics of 1996 and 2000, plus two World 

Cups in 1994 and 1998, Annan is one of a handful of 

hockey players who can be truly called ‘legends’.

Since retiring from the international playing scene, Annan has 

been making her name as a coach, working with men’s and women’s 

teams in the Netherlands – the country where she has now lived for a 

number of years.

Her coaching career has included spells with HC Klein Zwitserland 

and also as assistant coach to the Netherlands women when they won 

silver in 2004. Most recently she was coach to top Dutch league men’s 

team Amsterdam H and BC, but now she is taking on a challenge that 

some might see as the dream job, others might see as a role fraught 

with peril – head coach to the Netherlands women. The team are 

currently ranked number one in the world, have won the past two 

Olympic Games and triumphed spectacularly in the 2014 World Cup 

held in the Hague, in front of a packed stadium of fans clad in orange. 

Since then, there have been hiccoughs. The team were beaten into 

bronze position at the 2014 Champions Trophy; were runners-up in 

the EuroHockey Finals and  conceded their crown when they finished 

fifth in the 2015 Hockey World League Final, which took place in 

December in Argentina.

The pressure is on for Annan to prepare the team for their next 

big test, the 2016 Rio Olympics. The HWL Final was her first major 

event with the team and, as she explained, the group that travelled to 

Argentina in December had enjoyed only five weeks together before 

taking on seven of the best teams in the world. To outsiders, the lack 

of a win at a major event in two years might seem cause to panic, 

but Annan has too much experience for that. If there is one thing 

she has learnt over the past decade as a coach, it is not to mix with a 

successful formula too much and there is little doubt that the Dutch 

do know how to produce trophy-lifting teams.

“It’s like a good product,” says Annan. “Look at a product like Coke. 

Sometimes Coke will change the colour of the can or they will add 

an ingredient or take something out, but essentially it stays the same. 

ALYSON ANNAN

p h o t o s  b y
E H F /  F F U  P R E S S  A G E N C Y  F R A N K  U I J L E N B R O E K

I N T E R V I E W
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I’m not looking to pour out the cola out and add 

lemonade, I’m looking to keep the product we 

have and add to it and develop it to make it a 

better product.

“This team has had a tough time in the past 

few months, working with different coaches. 

It is a case of moving on and getting them to 

a a place where we are improving on what is 

already good and making it even better.”

After their fifth place finish at the HWL 

Final, one of the stalwarts of the Netherlands 

team, Naomi van As, echoed her coach’s 

words. “We have a good team, and today 

it is a team that is hurting like mad, but 

tomorrow, we will look at our performance 

and make some changes. We have to learn 

from these experiences.”

Learning how to stay ahead of the 

chasing pack is at the core of Annan’s 

thinking. “We have been together for just 

five or six weeks now, so that is not very 

long,” she says. “Of that five weeks, we 

first had a new selection of 27 players and 

then we had to bring that back to the 18 players to go to Rosario  

[for the HWL Final]. You also have other choices to make. You  

want to give some of the players some rest, you want to see new  

players in tournament situations and you want to spread the 

responsibility around a bit.”

Those decisions meant that some of the Netherlands key players 

didn’t make the trip to Argentina, but here we start to get some insight 

into Annan’s management style. “In the Netherlands a player from the 

Dutch league died unexpectedly. Some of the players knew her very well 

and that has taken its toll on them. They needed time for themselves to 

come to terms with that. It is also the case that some players just need 

a rest from the pressures of competitive hockey. For example, Maartje 

[Paumen] has not missed an international competition in 12 years, that 

also takes its toll. Another player is recovering from an injury. So we have 

a number of players who are not here, but that’s okay.”

It is one of the strengths that Annan brings as a coach who has played 

at the top level. She understands the pressures that players are under and 

also, just how important time away from the game can be. “Sometimes 

you have to miss something to discover and spark something new. I’m 

not saying any of the players are missing passion, but in missing this 

event, they might find something that I’m not even looking for or that 

they are not looking for themselves.”

The Netherlands have been the world number one team for a number 

of years now, so how does Annan coach a team that has enjoyed 

such consistently high levels of success and push them to even higher 

standards? It is all about desire to improve, she says. “The team is 

incredibly good technically and these players’ willingness to learn and 

get better is very high,” she says. “Although, I have seen teams at the HWL 

Final who also have a very good work ethic, so that is something we can 

Maartjen Paumen
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still improve.”

“You don’t necessarily see that 

on the field with these players all of the time but at home 

and in the background there is a willingness to learn. They have realised 

that staying at the top is incredibly difficult. Getting to the top is step 

one, staying at the top is a whole new challenge. Every Olympiad team is 

getting fitter and faster and we need to stay ahead of that. We cannot get 

into a situation where we are following.

“We have already made changes. But, when we make changes we 

have to look at where we can make a difference. I am looking at what has 

been successful and what we can add to that and I am looking at what 

we can change to make it even more successful.”

In the process of making changes and looking to improve , Annan is 

not scared to reflect upon her own performance as a coach. She has a 

highly confident persona, and speaks with refreshingly honest about her 

strengths – tactical and technical knowledge – but she is even more 

open when it comes to looking at her weaknesses. “Coaching is not just 

about the tactical and technical awareness; it is different from being 

a trainer. The head coach is a manager. You are managing staff and 

team. You are running that organisation. It is about communication and 

leadership and all those other aspects. 

“It’s not something you can learn necessarily. You can’t just go to 

school and learn it. Those skills make up the coaching side of things. The 

training on the field is all about how can we make the players technically 

better. So the two make the one. You can have a very good trainer who is 

not a  good coach or you can have a very good coach who is not a very 

good trainer.

“It is where I struggled when I came in. I thought I could be a very 

good coach but I missed the management side of things. I spent some 

time away from hockey working in organisations and managing in 

organisations and you really learn how to manage and you get the skills.”

For Annan, the biggest challenge when it comes to improving her 

own performance as a coach is the ability to interact emotionally. She 
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is, she admits, driven by content and process – what to coach and what 

outcome she is seeking – and making an emotional contact has not 

always been easy. But this is not a woman who will take short cuts, so 

to engage with her emotional intelligence she sought the help from a 

number of sources, including a four-legged friend.

A personal coach was employed and her suggestion was to put the 

head coach into a “15ft by 15ft arena” with a horse. “Now I don’t like 

horses,” she says, “Or I didn’t, but horses mirror your emotions. What we 

often do as coaches is get very busy with process and content, forgetting 

that interaction and feeling must also be a part of coaching. I was always 

in the process and content and finding ways to make that very clear. But 

if you miss interaction and feeling, well you are not a very good coach.”

Annan meets with her coach regularly and they talk about things 

before she enters the arena with the horse. “I try to make contact with 

him. I have to try and lead the horse; make it interact with me. You soon 

learn how you are feeling physically. If you are stressed or annoyed, 

the horse will not do what you want it to. For example, the emotion 

of fear. How do you control your fear and what does fear do to your 

interactions? I am learning how to relax and cope with stresses through 

this work.”

For Annan, this applies equally to interaction with players. If the 

coach cannot control their feelings or have positive interactions with the 

players, then the players will be reluctant to work with the coach. “They 

might  do what you ask but it will not be done willingly.”

The impact of this unique training is already taking effect. Now when 

Annan meets with her players, the first question is not ‘what are you 

thinking but rather, ‘what are you feeling?’ “You have to let your players 

feel and express their own emotions.”

The other area that Annan says undermines her coaching is her own 

impatience to reach the next level. “ I can often be two steps ahead of 

where the players are. To be successful, they need to understand where 

they are going. Once they understand then they come with you. It is 

the Covey method of management: start at the beginning, prioritise the 

goals that are important. It is all about how to be most effective.

“If I was to sum up my coaching philosophy it would be this: the 

strength of leadership is to interact with your team and to know what 

clicks. There will be players who are very talented and very motivated 

and you just let them go. Then there are players that are highly motivated 

but less skilled and you know what you need to do for them. There are 

others who are highly skilled but not motivated - then you need to be 

motivational. The toughest group are the players who are less skilled and 

less motivated and they are the ones who are generally the hardest to 

interact with. 

“But, that’s why you have a staff. It is illogical to think that a coach 

would click with every player. On the staff you will always have someone 

who can find a click with a player, but it is your responsibility as a coach 

to work hard to discover that click, whether it is through you or another 

member of your staff. It is just a matter of finding it.”

For the Netherlands the clock is counting down rapidly towards Rio 

and the thought of an unprecedented third gold medal. For Annan it is 

about all round improvements, for her and her players. She knows she 

has all the right ingredients, it is just a matter of tweaking the recipe. l
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South Africa men and 
South Africa women sealed 
their places as continental 
champions in the recent African 
Hockey Championships in 
Johannesburg, South Africa.

PHOTOS BY SEAN BURKE
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N
either team has been 

beaten since South Africa 

was allowed back onto  

the international sports 

scene following the end of apartheid 

in 1993. For the men this means 

seven consecutive championships, 

for the women it is a super six titles 

to their name.

This year’s wins by the host nation 

are however overshadowed by their 

National Olympic Committee’s, 

(SASOC) decision to not send the 

teams to the Rio Olympics despite 

their qualification through the African 

Championships.

If SASOC uphold this decision, 

then the Olympic spot will be offered 

to the runners-up in the event, Egypt 

men and Ghana women. SASOC’s 

argument is that, if the teams cannot 

qualify through the competitive 

Hockey World League, then they 

will stand no chance of winning a 

medal and therefore are not a sport 

to invest in.

Speaking after her team finished 

in seventh place at the Hockey 

World League Semi-Finals in 

Valencia, South African midfielder 

Shelley Russell was not shy when 

it came to communicating her 

anger and disappointment at the 

organisation’s decision. “Where is 

our motivation to come from,” asked 

the midfielder. “We were told we 

had to qualify through these semi-

finals, and whatever we do in our 

own continental championships will 

not be enough – how do we stay 

motivated and what does that say to 

our athletes about the importance of 

our sport?”

South Africa’s domination over 

their African rivals over the past four 

decades has been total, and the fact 

that South Africa women – who are 

ranked 11th in the world – finished 

this tournament with 68 goals to 

their name and none against, would 

suggest that this is still the case. 

However, there are also signs that 

the gap is closing.

While the women won relatively 

easily, beating Ghana in the last 

match of a round robin event by 

three goals to nil; the men had a 

fight on their hands as they had to 
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fight back against an ambitious Egypt 

team that had impressed throughout 

the tournament. South Africa finally 

won that encounter 4-2, but the 

winning goals came in the closing 

minutes of the game and for large 

parts of the 60 minutes, Egypt were 

in the ascendancy.

“Oh man,” said a relieved South 

African coach Fabian Gregory after 

the game. “I am very emotional and 

so, so very happy for these boys. 

They have put so much into it. 

Whatever happens happens, but we 

are continental champions.”

With the winners crowned, but 

the next stages very much open to 

debate and negotiation, here is a 

quick trawl through the highs and 

lows of the 2015 Championships.

In the women’s competition, 

South Africa dominated proceedings. 

They beat all comers in the round 

robin event, with the 3-0 victory 

against Ghana the closest result. 

South Africa also dominated 

the goal scorer’s table: Lilian du 

Plessis finished the competition 

with 18 goals to her name; Dirkie 

Chamberlain finished in second place 

on 10; Bernadette Coston was third 

on eight and Jade Mayne scored 

seven. 

It was a downbeat Nicolene 

Terreblanche who spoke after the 

final game. The South Africa captain 

said: “It was our goal to win this 

tournament. We came out to prove 

ourselves and we are really proud to 

have done this. It is important for our 

world ranking and we will keep going 

on our programme, regardless of 

what happens next.”

Sheldon Rostrum, the South 

Africa coach, added: “We set 

ourselves a target to win this. We 

wanted to qualify for Rio through 

Valencia and we didn’t achieve that, 

but we knew we had to win this 

tournament and give ourselves every 

chance.”

One of the surprise packages 

of the tournament was Nigeria, 

who are ranked 53rd in the world. 

Although they lost five games, with 

the exception of South Africa, these 

were all close encounters and their 

match against Kenya was their best 

performance as they emerged 3-1 

winners. 22-year-old Eleho Ovoh 

was the star of the show as she 

netted seven goals, including a hat 

trick against Kenya.

Much hype surrounded the 

Ghana team prior to the tournament 

and, as the west African team 

continued to win their games, they 

proved that they have made some 

great progress in recent months. The 
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winning streak came to an end at the 

hands of South Africa, but depending 

upon the outcome of the SASOC 

discussions, Ghana could still be on 

their way to Rio. 

Whether Ghana go to the 

Olympics or not, the team will be 

without the services of their long-

standing captain Georgina Sam as 

she retired following Ghana’s last 

match. However, in Elizabeth Opoku, 

they have a classy striker and the 

team’s recent tour to the UK has 

had a visible impact upon the team’s 

aspirations and confidence.

While the top end of the table 

was full of tales of ambition and 

Olympic dreams, Tanzania women 

had a nightmare of a tournament. 

The national team has been 

preparing assiduously for this 

tournament under the watchful eye 

of coach Valentina Quaranta, and 

they had hopes of a mid-table finish, 

but this was not to be their year. The 

team lost all their games, conceding 

74 goals and scoring none.

The men’s competition followed 

a similar pattern. Egypt came to the 

event with high hopes of a medal 

and came close to securing gold as 

they pushed South Africa all the way 

in the final. Egypt’s campaign was 

spearheaded by their goal-scoring 

machine Mahmoud Mamdouh. The 

27-year-old scored eight goals in 

Egypt’s opening game and then 

added another seven goals to his 

final tally over the course of the 

tournament. If Egypt go to Rio, they 

will be looking to Mamdouh and his 

fellow midfielder Ahmed Elnaggar to 

recreate the form they showed in this 

event.

Kenya and Ghana were the 

other two teams with aspirations 

to knock South Africa from the top 

of the continental championships. 

Both teams, ranked 39th and 41st 

respectively, reached the semi-finals, 

but a lack of finishing in the attacking 

circle and a failure to defend with 

discipline meant they fell at the 

final hurdle when facing the more 
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structured play of Egypt and South 

Africa. Kenya finished third after 

beating Ghana 4-3 in a scintillating 

bronze medal match, which was full 

of excitement and passion.

At the other end of the table, 

Tanzania men performed slightly 

better than the women. They beat 

Botswana into last place and then 

faced unranked Namibia in the 

7/8th play-off. Namibia found their 

scoring ways and put 10 goals past 

the Tanzania defence, securing a 

respectable seventh place – not bad 

for a country which is largely arid 

desert and has a population of just 

over two million. 

Women’s 
competition
South Africa
Ghana
Kenya
Namibia
Zimbabwe
Nigeria
Tanzania

Men’s 
competition
South Africa
Egypt
Kenya
Ghana
Nigeria
Zimbabwe
Namibia
Tanzania
Botswana

RESULTS

And that is the message that 

is coming from Africa. This is a 

continent that has its own unique 

struggles and challenges. A lack of 

water, large sections of impoverished 

populations, war-torn areas and 

rapid, and often bloody changes, 

in government are symptomatic of 

many of the African nations. But as 

one coach working with the Ghana 

national team said: “There is so much 

raw talent here. If that could be 

harnessed, these players would be 

awesome.”

The winds of change are 

sweeping over hockey, and nowhere 

is this more true than in Africa. l
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Greer Wilson (Vermont), 
Gemma Bautista (Dartmouth) 
and Lauren Tucker (Vermont) 

played each other in November. 
Photo by Paul Van Valkenburg.

STORY BY LEE OLIVER
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T
here was a distinctly Queensland flavour to 
this year’s American college hockey season, as 
five players from Brisbane further their sporting 
education overseas.

Tess Hannah, Lucy Waterhouse, Lauren Tucker, 
Greer Wilson and Gemma Bautista recently completed 
successful rookie seasons in the U.S.A.

Hannah capped a standout debut season for 
University of Louisville by guiding the Cardinals to the 
prestigious NCAA national championship finals.

She played in all 20 games for the Cardinals in her 
freshman year, but Louisville was knocked out of the 16-
team NCAA finals 3-0 by unbeaten two-time defending 
champions University of Connecticut.

A sporting all-rounder, Hannah was an Australian 
junior diving team member, a two-time national junior 
gymnastics champion, and represented Queensland in 
indoor hockey, water polo and swimming.

The Scotland Under-18 hockey representative hopes 
being coached at Louisville by ex-Australian Hockeyroos 
goalkeeper and two-time World Cup winner Justine 
Sowry will lead to her representing Scotland at the 
Olympics.

“I came to the U.S. because I felt it would greater my 
chance at improving my hockey skill-wise and fitness-
wise,” Hannah said.

“The colleges have a great student athletes 
programme that give you as much support possible to 
do well in school as well as on the hockey pitch.”

Waterhouse and her Chicago-based Northwestern 
University side went one win short of qualifying for the 

Tess Hannah

Tess Hannah in black.  
Photo by Michelle Hutchins, 

Louisville Athletics
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Insurance 
Advice for Life

With Rely you get the very best advice and are able to choose from the 
leading New Zealand insurance companies.

Our Team will work with your best interests in mind to put in place a 
protection plan that meets all your needs with affordable and relevant 
insurance policies.

We know that this is about YOUR needs and meeting YOUR objectives. 

Give us a call 0800 7359 123 we can help you.

HEALTH INSURANCE

LIFE INSURANCE

INCOME PROTECTION

TRAUMA INSURANCE

MORTGAGE PROTECTION

andrew@rely.co.nz
www.rely.co.nz
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Lucy Waterhouse playing for 
Northwestern University

Big Ten Conference final, losing 2-1 to top-seeded Maryland in 
double overtime.

“I always wanted to do something different after school and I 
thought it would be a great opportunity to play hockey at a high 
standard and get a degree from a great school,” Waterhouse said.

Tucker and Wilson led University of Vermont to the America East 
Conference playoffs for the first time since 2007.

They were both named in the America East Conference All-
Rookie Team, with Tucker earning All-Conference Second Team 

honours and Fans’ Choice Player of the Year nomination after 
she led the Catamounts with most goals, assists and shots.

“I decided to play hockey and study in the  
U.S. because I thought it was a great opportunity  

to go overseas and play the sport that I love,” 
Tucker said.

Bautista said playing for Ivy League team 
Dartmouth College would “significantly 

enhance my hockey game, physically  
and mentally”.

“I’m most looking forward to all the 
amazing opportunities that I’m going 

to get out of going on this journey,” 
she said.

“Heading over to play hockey 
in the U.S.A. is most definitely a 
career highlight for me.”

Bautista and her 
Dartmouth team got the  
win in the showdown  
of three Brisbane players 
in November, beating 
Tucker and Wilson’s 
Vermont team 4-2 in 
Burlington. l
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PHOTOS COURTESY MARTIAL KOUADIO

For years, the World Cup and Olympic Games 

have been dominated by the traditional hockey 

playing nations of Oceania – Australia and  

New Zealand; Europe – Netherlands, Germany, 

Spain and Great Britain; Asia – India and 

Pakistan; as well as Argentina, South Africa and, 

sporadically, Canada and the USA.
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One of the most striking  
developments in the past few years  
has been the growth of up and  
coming hockey nations.

N
ow the face of hockey is changing 

as new teams are emerging. China, 

Japan, Korea, Ireland and Belgium 

have been progressing for a while now, 

with Belgium men in particular making waves 

in the upper echelons of the rankings, but the 

introduction of the Hockey World League is having 

ramifications across the globe.

In the first edition of the two-year long HWL 

series, which ran from 2012-2013, 54 men’s and 

45 women’s teams took part in Round One. The 

latest edition, which culminated in Raipur, India 

and Rosario, Argentina, just a short few weeks ago, 

saw 56 men’s teams and 51 women’s teams start 

their HWL journey.

The result of this four tier competition, which is 

purposefully held in hockey playing nations across 

the globe to reduce travel costs for teams, is a 

whole new raft of nations introducing the game 

at international level. From Papua New Guinea to 

Azerbaijan, from Dominican Republic to Sri Lanka, 

nations are entering national teams and hockey, as 

a result, is growing at all levels of the game.

Here we take a look at two of the emerging 

nations and see what they have been doing to 

promote hockey in their country.

First we meet Martial Kouadio, who is working 

hard to promote hockey in the West African 

country, Cote d’ivoire. At present, Kouadio, who is 

president of the Cote D’ivoire Hockey Association, 

is running coaching sessions for more than 110 young players, armed with just 30 sticks, 

some coaching manuals and a whole heap of enthusiasm.

“Myself and Vanessa Guenanon took our level one coaching certificate in May this 

year,” says Kouadio. “It was organised through the International Hockey Federation’s 

Targeted Assistance Project (TAP), which is being run from Ghana for West African 

hockey-playing nations.”

Currently there are more than 110 children taking part in the coaching programmes 

being run by Kouadio and Guenanon. These sessions take place at sites all over the 

country and there is huge interest but, as the coach explains, a lack of equipment means 

they have to limit numbers.
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Guenanon is the only female coach in the country and, while there are several 

adult women who would like to come to the coaching sessions too, a lack of time and 

resources means this group cannot be catered for at present. The current target group 

is the five to 17-year-olds.

The regular hockey training sessions are run two or three times a week, with an 

event once a month that visits places that do not yet have hockey coaching centres. 

Kouadio explains that there is no funding available for the sessions, so he pays for 

transport, drinks and any equipment that has not been donated. He also pays for the 

transport when the hockey coaching roadshow travels to outlying towns.

The coaching sessions have been running since March and Kouadio hopes that  

some of the kids will be able to play matches soon. He says at the moment they simply 

play training matches among themselves, but he is hoping to change that soon and get 

some fixtures.

I asked what the long term aims of the project were? “First all, I would like to build up 

to a point where we have some good youth teams. Get some good equipment for them 

to use and a real hockey pitch where we can do our training and play regional matches. 

Eventually, I would like there to be a national team.”

While Kouadio is financing the project himself, he says he has received invaluable 
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help from hockey friends based 

in Europe. He says he has 

coaching manuals and gets a lot 

of support through social media. 

He also gets advice and 

support from Marc-Olivier 

Thirion, the African Federation 

Project Manager and via the 

FIH TAP project. “The African 

Hockey Federation is trying to 

help us get 50 sticks through the TAP project and Ghana Hockey Association. At present 

we only have 30 sticks for all these kids and no goalkeeper equipment. This means, we 

work most of the time on rotation, moving from one training place to another so that 

everyone can train.

“I love coaching these kids because to make the game get bigger here we need to 

show it to the kids and train them. That is why I do this. It is about hockey values: unity, 

team spirit, respect and the big family we are, the happiness on the kids face when 

we are playing. All that gives me more and more strength to continue even with the 

difficulties we face.”

Kouadio is one of a number of passionate hockey players who is desperate to 

promote the sport in his country. Often working on scrubland or sand, with no safety 

equipment such as gum shields, shin pads or even shoes, and with huge group sizes, 

these coaches are real heroes when it comes to promoting our sport.

As Cote D’Ivoire is taking its first tentative steps towards a national team, another 

nation has made the leap into the international competitive waters. The Solomon Islands 

are not a name that you would necessarily associate with hockey, but recent rapid 

development means the national team has been competing on the global stage for the 

first time in three decades.

Earlier this year, the Solomon Islands entered the Pacific Games for the first time, 

finishing in fourth place, ahead of Tonga. For a first appearance, the results were the 

cause for optimism as the Solomon Islands lost to the eventual winners, Fiji, by a 22-1 

scoreline, but then managed a respectable 10-3 loss to Papua New Guinea before 

beating Tonga 6-0.

Now, the Solomon Islands Hockey Federation is taking its commitment to the sport a 

step further as it has launched the first hockey league to be held in the country. With the 

population spread across the many islands, one venue has been made the focal point for 

the league – all matches will take place at the Ports Authority Sports Ground in Kukum.

The news was announced by President of the Solomon Islands Hockey  

Federation (SIHF), Nihal Seneviratne. He explained that two separate leagues will be  

in operation, the hockey club league for adults and the school hockey league, catering 

for youth hockey.
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Nine schools across the islands are taking part in the inaugural schools competition, 

these are: Selwyn College, St Joseph Tenaru, St Nicolas School, King George VI, 

Betikama, Honiara High, Bishop Epalle, White River and Don Bosco.

The schools league will provide great preparation for the Junior Hockey World Cup 

qualifying tournament, which takes place in January in Queesnland, Australia. This is 

the first time the Solomon Islands will enter a team into the Junior Hockey World Cup 

qualifier, although back in the 1970s the Solomon Islands used to enter a team into the 

South Pacific Games. 

The Solomon Islands Hockey Federation will use the school hockey competition to 

select a team to represent the Solomon Islands.

The Oceania Hockey Federation has been fulsome in its support for the Solomon 

Islands. Prior to the Pacific Games, Gill Gemming, Continental Development Officer of 

the Oceania Hockey Federation expressed the federation’s gratitude towards the SIHF 

for its level of engagement.

Gemming arranged for a goalkeeping set and other kit to be sent to the Solomon 

Islands and has also arranged workshops on the rules, coaching sessions and a meeting 

for team managers in preparation for international competition.

Underlying how far the sport has come in a short while, international player Alan 

Temoa says: “I believe hockey can become the second biggest sport to soccer in the 
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Often working on scrubland or sand, with 
no safety equipment such as gum shields, 
shin pads or even shoes, and with huge 
group sizes, these coaches are real heroes 
when it comes to promoting our sport.

country. It’s played like soccer, however, hockey is more physically challenging as it 

involves both the upper and lower parts of the body.

“I love hockey very much and representing the Solomon Islands was a very great 

honour for me indeed,” he added.

Temoa is the driving force behind the Don Bosco Technical Institute, one of the 

teams competing in the new hockey league. The team’s nickname is the Uncles Hockey 

team, due to the number of uncles and nephews in the team. 

Sharing Temoa’s enthusiasm is Joseph Iniga, the SIHF development officer:  

“There are definitely lots of new talents that we are seeing. With the right training and 

providing more game time, Solomon Islands can become a powerhouse in hockey in 

the region.” l
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O
f course there were issues. For many coaches 

and players the importance of the quarter-

finals was a step too far. “How can one 

team have won no games in full time and 

still reach the semi-finals?” more than one coach was 

heard to mutter as Germany did just that; there was 

some discussion over the fact that the bottom half of the 

eight teams would play one less game; and there was a 

disappointing blip at the final game when the knocked 

out teams were unable to sit together to watch the action 

on the pitch unfold.

But these were side issues to the most important 

The Estadio Mundialista de Hockey was renamed the 

Luciana Aymar Hockey Stadium; thousands of people 

sporting the blue and white of Argentina flocked to the 

final; Las Leonas lifted the Hockey World League Final 

trophy and New Zealand reached their first final  

at a major international event in years. On balance,  

the HWL Finals in Rosario were a huge success.

thing… the action on the pitch. This was the event in 

which Maria Granotta came of age. The young Argentine 

was voted Young Player of the HWL Final after a simply 

dazzling display of skills and mature play throughout the 

tournament. She was almost matched by the mercurial 

Delfina Merino, but that player’s class was slightly 

diminished by a number of green and yellow cards. There 

was no doubting the passion in Merino’s game though, 

and anyone with access to behind the scenes cannot 

fail than to be touched by the sight of Merino rushing to 

embrace her frail grandmother at the end of each game.

Before this competition burst into life it would have 
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taken a brave punter to predict that the world’s number 

one and number two ranked teams would be contesting 

fifth and sixth place; that all-conquering Great Britain 

would face Korea in the match for the wooden spoon 

or that both Argentina and Germany would finish at the 

bottoms of their pools but go on to win first and third 

place respectively. 

In retrospect, these surprises, or something very 

like them, were almost bound to happen because this 

is, after all Argentina. Only in this hockey-mad, baking 

hot country would the crowds go mad just at the sight 

of a team bus approaching down the highway. Only 

here would the afternoon sunshine suddenly turn to a 

magnificent electrical storm which would send players 

scurrying from the pitch and the commentators, video 

analysts and cameramen fleeing the scaffolding-pole 

towers like rats abandoning a sinking ship. Only here 
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would the pitch be so well designed to cope with very 

hot weather that the minute it rains, the pitch floods and 

becomes unplayable. 

As the dust settles over Rosario, we take a look back 

at six days of hockey action that was the culmination of 

the two year journey from HWL Round One through to 

this – some of the best teams in the world battling it out 

in the penultimate major event before Rio 2016.

The opening pool games provided mixed results. As 

expected Alyson Annan’s Netherlands team set out their 

stall early. They barely broke sweat as they beat Germany, 

Korea and New Zealand in the pool A matches. Over in 

pool B, Australia were doing a similar demolition job as 

they beat Argentina and China, only to be beaten in a 

surprise 1-0 game against Great Britain. The main shock 

in pool B was Argentina’s opening performances, which 

left them firmly at the bottom of the pool.
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“Look, it didn’t go right for us today,” said Netherland’s coach 

Alyson Annan. “But we have had just five weeks together and 

we have made some changes. This is an important learning 

experience. Overall, the tournament is good as it gives us a chance 

to play the best teams. I have an issue with playing one game less. 

We all pay the same, so we should have equality in the number of 

games, but all round, this is a good event.”

The quarter-finals were the killing grounds for the 

big two. There was shock when Germany beat Australia 

on shoot-out after the match finished 2-2; there was 

jubilation among the home crowd when Argentina 

suddenly discovered their mojo and beat the Netherlands 

in a thrilling match that ended 1-0. New Zealand had 

romped home against Great Britain and China had slowly 

worn down the Korea defence to take the fourth semi-

final spot.

“Look, it didn’t go right for us today,” said Netherland’s 

coach Alyson Annan. “But we have and just five weeks 

together and we have made some changes. This is an 

important learning experience. Overall, the tournament is 

good as it gives us a chance to play the best teams. I have 

an issue with playing one game less. We all pay the same, 

so we should have equality in the number of games, but 

all round, this is a good event.”

The semi-finals saw New Zealand play some of their 

best hockey to defeat Germany, although the whole 

Black Sticks team were honest enough to admit that their 

hearts were thumping just a little louder as Germany 

managed to draw back to 2-1 and were unlucky not to 
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THE FINAL STANDINGS AT THE  
WOMEN’S HWL FINAL

1.  Argentina
2.  New Zealand 
3.  Germany
4.  China
5.  Netherlands
6.  Australia
7.  Great Britain
8.  Korea

PLAYER OF THE TOURNAMENT

Stacey Michelsen (NZL)

YOUNG PLAYER OF THE TOURNAMENT

Maria Granotta (ARG)

GOALKEEPER OF THE TOURNAMENT

Li Dongxiao (CHN)

TOP GOALSCORER

Wang Mengyu (CHN) 
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even things up in the dying minutes of the game. 

 “We were determined not to let the match go to shoot-

out,” said captain Anita Punt. She laughed as she  

added: “Because you know our history in shoot-outs 

[New Zealand have lost the past few semi-finals on 

shoot-out]”.

In the other semi-final, Argentina played China at their 

own game, namely, they scored on a quick break and 

then defended with every ounce of their being. 

The result took its toll on China. In the third place 

match the following day, China capitulated against 

Germany and were thrashed 6-2. Germany will be 

pleased to have finished on a high, but Jamilon 

Mulder’s team will also know that they will need to start 

tournaments at a higher tempo if they are to make any 

sort of impression on the Olympics in eight months time.

And so to the final and Las Leonas handed out a 

lesson in thrilling play. The players seemed to thrive on 

the intense pressure created by the crowd as they took 

it in turns to fly at the Black Sticks defence. New Zealand 

battled hard, but coach Mark Hager admitted this was not 

their best game of the tournament. Anita Punt scored a 

beautiful drag-flicked goal, but this was the Granotta and 

Campoy show. The goals came from Granotta, Campoy 

(2), Noel Barrionuevo, and Merino.

When asked if the team had been playing for the 

crowd, Merino spoke with refreshing honesty: “In truth, 

no. We have had highs and lows this year and today it was 

firstly about doing it for ourselves. We needed to finish 

this year on a high and that was the attitude we just and 

to take into the final. It has not always been right, and in 

the quarter-finals, semi’s and today, we got it right.” l
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is making a name for herself as a coach within the United Kingdom as assistant 

coach to Scotland women’s team and player coach at Canterbury Hockey Club, 

a leading National League side. She has also only just stepped away from the 

South African national team. This has meant Wilson has quickly had to learn 

how to make the transition from being ‘one of the team’ as a player into being 

the person who takes responsibility for the whole team and carries the stress of 

the team’s performance on her shoulders.

In between hockey commitments, the 36-year-old triple Olympian is a 

teacher at King’s School, Canterbury, an independent school in Kent. The 

school itself has a good reputation as a hockey playing school, which adds just 

one more level of pressure on Wilson’s shoulders.

When we spoke, Canterbury were lying in third place in the National League 

and Scotland had secured their place in the top tier of European hockey after 

finishing sixth at the EuroHockey Finals in London. These are still early days in 

Wilson’s international coaching career, although with three Olympic Games 

[2004, 2008 and 2012] and three World Cups to her name, the striker – who 

was top scorer in the Athens Olympics – is certainly used to life in the fast lane 

of international hockey.

Wilson explains how she came to be part of the Scottish coaching 

team. “I had done a few sessions with the strikers in the build up to the 

2014 Commonwealth Games and the group was so responsive and had this 

brilliant attitude. They were so keen to make improvements. Gordon Shepard 

[Scotland’s head coach] has a good support team around him and it was an 

opportunity as a coach that I couldn’t refuse and was delighted to accept. It 

also supports my work at both Canterbury and at King’s School.”

While Wilson might have been delighted to be catapulted onto the 

international coaching stage, Scotland in turn would have been delighted to 

secure her services. Since she took over as player/coach at Canterbury, the 

Polo Farm outfit has not finished outside the top two, securing European 

competition as a result. 

With Canterbury nestling very much in the southern part of England and 

Scotland’s training base in Edinburgh, Wilson has to manage her time carefully. 

Fortunately, Scotland tend to get together to train in blocks of time. And so 

far this has coincided neatly with school holidays and the National League 

off-season. Both the Commonwealth Games and the EuroHockey Finals took 

place in August and Scotland train in the summer for a three-month full-time 

centralised programme. Financial constraints prevent the national team training 

together throughout the year. There are also occasional test matches to be 

played but, says Wilson, at the moment, the timing seems to work and both 

school, club and adopted country have all been open to adapting their timings 

and demands so the coach can fulfil all commitments.

Within the Scotland set-up, Gordon Shepherd is the conductor of the 

coaching orchestra. Wilson says: “All the coaching staff work as a team, 

bouncing ideas off each other with Shep steering the ship. Different characters 

and coaches see things in a different way so you are able to tackle things from a 

variety of different vantage points. We then had certain areas which we lead on. 

Mine is to work with the strikers and the penalty corner attack team.”

Ranked 17th in the world, Scotland is a nation that regularly punches above 

its weight. The aim going into the EuroHockey Finals was simply to retain the 
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top tier status. This they did comfortably, but it had not been a foregone conclusion. 

Wilson says that leading up to that tournament, the squad had integrated a number of 

new players, not an easy task with only limited training time prior to the event. The next 

goal is the Commonwealth Games in Australia in 2018. “Scottish Hockey is delighted 

with the potential the girls have turned into performances,” says Wilson. “This shows that 

targets set are achievable with the correct environment and support groups for all the 

quality players. It also means that targets will continue to be set to keep raising the bar 

for the future of this squad.”

Back in England, and Wilson has the weekly challenge of keeping Canterbury at  

the top of the tree in the domestic league. As player/coach, this is a very different role  

to her Scottish one. “Being player coach gives you a very different feel to the game,”  

she says. “I have always felt that the sideline is the worst position for a coach – your 

angles on the game are obscured. If you can go to a high vantage point [in the stand 

or on the video tower] then that can make a difference but then you can lose the 

connection with players.

“When you are on the pitch, you have a far greater feel and understanding for what 

is going on around you and you are a part of what is actually going on. This gives you 

insight into your own players but also how the opposition are playing.”

While being on the pitch might offer Wilson an opportunity to influence the play in 

a very hands-on way, being a club coach offers a whole set of new challenges when it 

comes to man-management.

“As a club coach you have to keep in mind the balance of coaching style,” she 

explains. “For a club like Canterbury, we have survived on a good blend of youth,  

quality club players and some past and current international players. This is quite a 

unique blend. Priorities for all these players is very different and needs to be managed. 

Within the squad, there are a variety of different desires and expectation from the 
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players. This needs to be guided so that everyone is travelling in the same direction. 

We have to create team goals and expectations so everyone pulls together to achieve a 

common goal.”

So club players have more complex needs? Wilson shakes her head, “Not necessarily, 

it is just a different environment. As an international coach, the expectation and desire of 

every player is clear and synchronised. International athletes know what is required to be 

an international athlete and therefore the demands can be straight forward.”

There is also a different level of intensity. While club training is limited to a few hours 

a week, and Wilson has to prioritise what she is coaching and how she coaches; with the 

international team, the intense three weeks of training allows the coaches to develop 

ideas, strategies and styles to a far greater depth. She explains. “I have to adapt as every 

team has different principles, styles of play and individual characteristics. There are 

some disciplines that may be similar but the time spent in international environment is 

far greater than in a club environment. With a club team you are limited to time spent 

together so this impacts on coaching aspects and styles. In a block time together with 

an international team, contact time with the team and players is far greater.”

As a South African who was renowned for her tough play and high work ethic, 

Wilson has also had to temper her own attitude towards coaching teams in the UK. 

“Every country has a unique style and focus area which is clearly evident in their play. 

I think physicality and mentality has always been something that most South Africans 

get right. Hard work is engrained in our culture and probably supported by the outdoor 

nature of our country.”

For the immediate future, Wilson is very happy with where she is, although you get 

the impression she would love to take her considerable coaching skills to her homeland. 

This is dependent upon the South African government giving women’s hockey a higher 

level of support than it currently enjoys. “I am very passionate about coaching and I do 

hope to have a long coaching career, most certainly involved in the international arena. 

South Africa will always be very close to me, however I’m concerned about the state of 

South African hockey and whether it will be able to move forward in the right direction.”

She refers to the fact that the South African Olympic Committee has refused to allow 

the South African men’s 

and women’s hockey 

teams to participate in the 

2016 Olympics, despite 

fulfilling International 

Hockey Federation 

qualification criteria.

“If it was just factors 

that were within your  

own control then yes,  

I would like to coach  

South Africa, but there are 

many aspects that I would 

not be able to control as 

a coach, so therefore, no, 

not at present, but I do  

like challenges so will 

never say never.” l
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F
urther to my previous article on Penalty corner 

defence where we went over the logging 

technique, I would now like to discuss ways of 

defending the drag flick. 

The drag flick was first introduced by the Australians 

and the Dutch in the late 80’s – early 90’s to counter 

the log technique which most of the goal keepers had 

perfected. With the rule of the first strike at goal in the 

penalty corner having to hit the back board, it became 

increasingly difficult to score past the horizontal barrier 

presented by the goal keepers. 

It was to counter this technique that the Dutch 

worked out a way to keep goal keepers guessing by 

flicking the ball powerfully into the net. Floris Jan 

Bovelander, the legendary Dutch defender, was one of 

the finest exponent of the penalty corner as he was lethal 

both with his hit and flick. Shoal Abbas from Pakistan, 

who also has the World record for the highest number of 

goals, 348, was arguably the best at the art. Majority of his 

goals have come from drag flicks. 

Coaches and goal keepers had to get their thinking 

hats on to find a way to effectively neu-tralise this new 

threat, and come up with ways to stop both hit and flick 

options along with numerous other variations. 

Over the years, there have been some great drag 

flickers who almost single handed won their team games, 

and were the main cause of some teams winning major 

championships like the World Cup and Olympic Games. 
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Most national teams have at least one specialist drag 

flicker in their squads as set pieces are such an important 

factor in modern hockey. 

Some of the top exponents in the men’s game today 

are Gonzalo Pelliat from Argentina, Mink van der Heerden 

from the Netherlands, Ashley Jackson from England and 

GB, Chris Cirello from Australia. 

In the women’s game we have Maartje Pauman from 

the Netherlands, Carla Rebecchi from Argentina and Anita 

Punt from New Zealand.

PREPARING TO DEFEND A PC DRAG FLICK
l Call out your defensive pattern – get organised early 

(teams usually have set running lines to defend PC’s) 

e.g 1st runner pressures the strike/flick, 2nd and 3rd 

runner take away the lay off’s and deflectors and the 

post defender covers the goal keepers left post (this 

can vary)

l Keep your hips and shoulders pointed to the target at 

the top of the circle and only turn your head towards 

the injector

l Stay nice and relaxed in your stance

EXECUTION OF DEFENCE OF THE  
DRAG FLICK
l Hold on the Drag, Go on the Release (the purpose of 

the drag is to get the goal keeper to shift body weight), 

Stay as still as possible and drive to the ball once it is 

released.

l Watch the ball all the way, from the injector to the 

trapper and then the flicker (Head steady, eyes leveled)

l One or two relaxed steps towards the ball 

l Hands relaxed and in front of the body. Left glove can 

be held on a 45 degree angle to aid in propelling the 

ball over the baseline (watch the ball all the way). No 

hard and fast rule – relaxed stance is the key. Hand 

position may vary for different goal keepers

l Right glove to the ball on keepers right. Stick extends 

all the way, if required, and angled so the ball goes 

over the base line (watch the ball all the way)

OFF SETTING:  is one of the techniques that goal 

keepers are using to effectively stop drag flicks. Basically 

the goal keeper covers one side of the goal and the 

runner and postie try to channel the flicker to go in the 

direction that the goal keeper is covering. Top quality 

drag flickers in the men’s game can project the ball at 

speeds of 130 kmph. With the amount of deception in 

the drag the goal keepers have to be really sharp to react 

to a ball released from around 13-14 yards (flickers drag 

the ball for approximately 2 yards before the release). 

With the goal keeper offset (covering the side that the 

runner has left for the flicker) it has become a useful 

and effective strategy to nulli-fy many a drag flicker to a 

certain extent.

Keep working on defending drag flicks and when 

you make crucial saves in big games, it could be the 

difference between winning and losing. l
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JEREMY HAYWARD’S  
SIX MONTH REHAB JOURNEY TO BE 
FIGHTING FIT FOR WORLD LEAGUE

STORY BY 
SHEVAUN SLY
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F
or many, becoming an elite athlete is the ultimate childhood dream, but it 

became a reality for 22 year-old Jeremy Hayward when he made his debut  

in 2014. Jeremy had a whirlwind first year winning World Cup gold and 

Champions Trophy bronze medals, which were supplemented with his  

World Cup Junior Player of the Tournament award and nomination to the shortlist for 

the 2014 FIH Rising Star award.

Becoming an elite athlete comes with its fair share of opportunities and  

challenges, and one of the most nightmare-inducing challenges that so often affects 

athletes is injury.

In and out within six months, Jeremy opens up about his recent rehab journey,  

the ups and downs, mental and physical challenges and what he did to ensure he 

returned to full fitness in time for selection for the World League in Raipur. 

Read his honest and inspiring account below. 

What type of injury did you sustain?

I sustained a grade three stress fracture in my shin, which happened earlier this year, in 

May, at the Hobart International Series. 

Was it obvious straight away that something was wrong?

Yes, I felt a strong aching pain that started in my ankle. At first I thought it was related to 

my shin splints, however, I played the second last match against New Zealand and woke 

up the next day in immense pain and I could barely walk. 

How long was your rehab journey?

It was a long six month journey and although it may not seem long to some, as an 

athlete all you want to do is regain your strength and get back out there with your 

teammates. At first, I was put into a moonboot for five weeks, with no running for a 
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further seven weeks after it came 

off. I then started my six week rehab 

program which consisted of gym, 

running, swimming and cycling 

before I returned to training. 

What was your initial thought 

when the physiotherapist told you 

that you wouldn’t be playing for 

roughly six months?

I remember initially thinking that 

a similar injury I sustained in 

2014 [foot stress fracture] before 

the Commonwealth Games had 

happened again, then I started 

wondering if my body was able to 

handle playing at the top level. It 

was the ongoing support from my 

girlfriend, family and the team that reminded me that an injury shouldn’t be seen as the 

end of the world. This quickly turned my focus onto the bigger picture to achieve my 

childhood dream, to ensure I’m at my peak for Olympic selection.

How hard is it to watch your teammates head off to tournaments knowing you 

couldn’t attend?

It was one of the hardest parts of my rehab. I never like missing out on selection 

whether it’s for my country or my state. Missing the Australian Hockey League this year 

was hard. I missed out on playing back in my hometown in Darwin and playing with 

mates I grew up with. Watching the Kookaburras head off to the World League Semi 

Final earlier this year was extremely difficult; being on tour is honestly the best time.

What were the mental and physical challenges of rehab?

I’m going to be honest, the diet was the hardest part! I let myself go because I wasn’t 

able to run and thought I could then do nothing, which was not true. Halfway through 

my rehab and from the help of our support staff, I learnt that my diet was extremely 

important not only while you’re playing but also in the rehabilitation phase.

What did you learn from this experience that other athletes could benefit from?

Firstly, prevention. Try to stay fit in other ways rather than just sitting on the couch. 

I now swim and cycle to allow relief to my shins and to stay on top and manage my 

body better. Staying mentally fresh is also really important. My advice would be to give 

yourself something to think about other than hockey. I played a lot of golf during my 

rehab, allowing me to not get so caught up on my injury. Lastly, remember an injury isn’t 

the end of the world. Take your rehab seriously, put the hard work in and your body will 

reward you for it. l

Don’t forget to follow the Kookaburras and Jeremy throughout their World League 

campaign via @Kookaburras and @jeremy_ndh on Twitter. 
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A
s an elite athlete I’m a firm believer in having balance in my life. In sport, this 

is a topic that often comes up and, from my experience; I would say opinions 

are certainly divided. Elite sport, as with any job, requires a huge commitment 

of time, energy and mental focus. 

Hockey is one of those sports that require a full time commitment - six to seven days 

a week - yet isn’t funded well enough to support the athletes with a full time wage. 

We’re very lucky to have support from the Australian Sports Commission and 

our fantastic sponsor Ausdrill, however, as with many sports in Australia that are not 

televised, we struggle to provide a platform for major sponsors to gain exposure and 

therefore cannot generate huge amounts of revenue, which means that we must find 

other ways to earn a living.  Don’t get me wrong, this is not a column about how poor 

hockey is as a sport and why we should be paid a footballer’s wage: more money and 

recognition as a national team sport would be fantastic, but I believe it’s a good thing 

that we’re forced to have careers outside of our sport.  Growing up my parents always 

instilled in me the importance of having a well-rounded life. I played many sports, learnt 

an instrument and studied hard but always had time for activities with friends and family. 

Occasionally I required a little nudge to get my homework done but besides that I was 

encouraged to undertake any activity I wanted to, whether it was work or play. I had a 

casual/part time job from the moment I was legally able to and have had some sort of 

job ever since. While a necessity, work for me is about doing something you love, not 

just about earning an income.  I started training with the Victorian Institute of Sport 

during years 11 and 12 and more seriously once I finished school. I made my debut 

for Australia and started Nursing at University in the same year. Somehow I managed 

to study full time for three years, work one-three shifts at my job, while regularly 

competing for Australia. In 2008, I was required to take the year off from work as we 

were training full time for the Olympics, which was when I was required to move to 

My name is Rachael Lynch, I’m 29 years old and I’m 

the goalkeeper for the Australian women’s squad, the 

Hockeyroos. Hockey began for me when I was  

12 years old, I made my debut in 2006 and have now 

played 129 games for Australia. I have won two 

Commonwealth Games gold medals, a World Cup 

and Champions Trophy silver medal and have been 

nominated for International Goalkeeper of the Year. 
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Perth.  Since graduating from University I have worked as a Neurological Rehabilitation 

Nurse at Royal Perth Hospital and now at the Fiona Stanley Hospital, which I absolutely 

love! I started working full time initially but have slowly decreased my load over the 

years as the hockey commitments increased. I’m currently working two shifts a fortnight 

with it mostly being on a Sunday, the Hockeyroos’ day off. It took me a long time to 

find the current balance I have and it was not without some heartache.   I love my job 

and wanted to give the hospital the greatest commitment I could, however, it’s difficult 

when hockey requires an even greater commitment. Our training sessions with the 

Hockeyroos are all fixed times and compulsory, so there is little room to move. We 

can travel up to three months of the year, so as you can imagine we are not the most 

employable people going round. Luckily my employer is very flexible and allows me 

to choose my shifts and take leave when required.  Working as a nurse provides me 

with amazing perspective. In my daily life as a hockey player I worry about perfecting 

technique, getting strong, eating healthy, not getting injured and selection. When I’m 

at work I’m helping people who have lost their ability to walk, talk, eat and do many 

simple tasks for themselves. The stresses of sport become very insignificant once at 

the hospital. I feel that these 14 hours each fortnight not only help me to be a better 

person but a better athlete.  The trick to it all is balance. Hockey is my priority and 

requires the greatest commitment, however, by being organized, planning ahead and 

communicating, I’m able to fit work and plenty of fun into my life. Balance would be the 

best advice I can give any athlete. Being successful in sport doesn’t have to mean giving 

up the other things in life that you’re passionate about. l

Working as a nurse provides me with amazing perspective. 
In my daily life as a hockey player I worry about perfecting 
technique, getting strong, eating healthy, not getting injured 
and selection. When I’m at work I’m helping people who 
have lost their ability to walk, talk, eat and do many simple 
tasks for themselves. The stresses of sport become very 
insignificant once at the hospital.
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T
hey are the men and women whose best performances go unnoticed. When 

the players come off the pitch to rapturous applause because of a match well-

played or a result well-deserved, then that is the sign that two other people 

have done their job as well. 

The umpires are the unsung heroes of the hockey world. The men and women in 

yellow are two of the most crucial elements for a successful game of hockey and yet, 

they are often the butt of criticism and abuse. 

All of which makes it extra special when an umpire reaches a 100 match 

milestone. To officiate over 100 or more international hockey matches is an incredible 

achievement, especially when you consider that these men and women are unpaid and 

will usually have taken time away from their everyday jobs to be part of the team that 

makes international hockey events run smoothly.

Over the course of the Hockey World League Finals in Raipur, India and Rosario, 

Argentina, two umpires reached the 100 milestone and received a golden whistle as 

a commemoration. Nathan Stagno of Great Britain reached his 100th game when he 

umpired Australia versus Germany in the men’s quarter-finals and Michelle Joubert of 

South Africa received her golden whistle following the pool game between Netherlands 

and Germany in Rosario.

Stagno was presented with his golden whistle in recognition of umpiring his 100th 

senior international match by FIH President Leandro Negre. Gibraltor-born Stagno made 

his international umpiring debut in 1999. He becomes the 36th men’s umpire to receive 

a golden whistle and the first umpire from Gibraltar to do so.

During his career, Stagno has officiated at some of the sport’s biggest competitions, 

including the London 2012 Olympic Games, the Rabobank Hockey World Cup 2014 in 

the Hague as well as two Champions Trophy events and a Commonwealth Games. As 

well as his 100 senior matches, Nathan has also umpired 21 junior internationals.

“For me, it is amazing”, said Stagno after his presentation. “To come from a small 

country like Gibraltar, where there are only around 200 people who play hockey, you 
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can imagine how happy I feel to have been given the opportunity to 

umpire at this level and to get the Golden Whistle.”

Michelle Joubert became only the second South African women 

umpire to receive her golden whistle as she umpired her 100th 

international match in Argentina.

And her friend and mentor, Marelize de Klerk – the first South African 

to reach the milestone – said: “When I first saw Michelle umpire, I s 

aid to her ‘one day you will be the number one, you will umpire at  

Olympic Games and the World Cup. I am so proud that she has fulfilled 

that potential.”

“Since I started umpiring, the game has developed and got more 

professional,” said Michelle. “The players, the coaches, they are all training 

and playing full-time, so for us, we are really punching above our weight. 

We work, we have careers, but we also keep up with our fitness and 

developments in the game.”

Michelle is delighted with the direction that hockey is taking, 

particularly the involvement of more, younger players, but she feels that 

by making umpires professional, the game could make even bigger strides 

forward. “We get together three or four days before a tournament starts 

to discuss the rules, any changes and any developments in the game. 

The players and coaches are together most of the year. How can we ever 

hope to match that level of professionalism when we are still completely 

amateur and the teams are getting more and more professional. On that 

basis, I would say us umpires punch well above our weight.”

That said, Michelle was glowing with pride as she received her golden 

whistle from Executive Board member and FIH representative Maureen 

Craig-Rousseau. “To be involved in such a spectacle is just a great 

opportunity and something I am very proud to be part of.”

The South African umpire first blew the whistle competitively when 

she was 22, and was immediately spotted as a person with a natural 

understanding of the demands of being a top class umpire. Speaking 

earlier in the year, she said: “One of the many things I have learnt is that 

pressure will always be a part of sport… the only difference is how you deal 

with the pressure.

“With the fast pace of the game, rules changing to make the game 

even faster and more spectator friendly, the demand on us is even higher 

to keep up with the game. Apart from the fitness levels, we also need to 

practice at the top level to help us improve and cope with various aspects 

of the game and gain experience. 

“Over the years I have learnt to love umpiring, I have learnt to cope 

with the pressures relating to umpiring. I really love being out on the field, I 

am always excited to be part of the game at such a high level and I always 

strive to be better than my last performance. I believe we never stop 

learning, we never stop growing and the same as players and teams share 

in victory and learn to overcome disappointment, we as umpires have 

learnt to do the same.”

For both Stagno and Joubert the game has changed dramatically since 

they started out as umpires. One of the most noticeable things is the 

increasing number of young people coming into umpiring.

Despite Joubert’s misgivings about the limited time umpires have to 

prepare, she is very positive about this direction of travel. “We are getting 

more young players who start umpiring early and that is really good for 

the game. They realise they might not make it to the top as a player, but if 

they are prepared to put in the work, they could umpire at Olympic Games 

and World Cups, which is such an exciting thing and such an immense 

occasion.”

Both Stagno and Joubert are part of an elite team of umpires who will 

be blowing the whistle in Rio. l
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T
he latest edition didn’t disappoint – South Africa won all their 

matches, scoring 68 goals and conceding none in the process.

While that tournament has been very much at the forefront 

of the 28-year-old’s mind in recent months, she has spent much 

of the year spearheading an initiative to raise the level of aspiration and 

performance among female hockey players.

“I feel that it is important to be out there, taking part in outdoor 

exercise, from a health and general well-being perspective,” says the 

double Olympian. “There are so many life lessons to be learned from the 

discipline of sport, especially the quality of fitting into a team dynamic. If 

we can instil love for sport within the youth, that would be a first prize.”

Russell was speaking at the launch of the Investec Hockey Academy, 

a country-wide training initiative aimed at improving the performance of 

female hockey players. The scheme involves former and current players 

sharing their knowledge, expertise and passion for the game through a 

series of camps run across South Africa.

So far four camps have taken place, one in Stellenbosch, two in 

Johannesburg and the most recent camp in Durban, where pupils from 15 

schools joined together to improve their hockey skills and gain inspiration 

from the coaching team of international hockey stars.

When not playing hockey, Russell is a sports scientist, as well as a 

coach, and she will be bringing all her knowledge to the table when it 

comes to the Academy. 

“The courses we offer work on creating well-rounded athletes,” she 

says. “Very important aspects such as mental toughness, functional 

Shelley Russell, or Shells Bells as she is known  
to her thousands of followers on social media,  

is a South African icon. With more than  
200 caps to her name, the athletic midfielder is 

one of the best known sports women in  
South Africa. Just recently she took part  

in the Africa Cup for Nations, the  
continental championships in which  
South Africa has never been beaten.
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ability, vision training, fitness, nutrition, recovery techniques and athlete 

education in general are addressed at the academy.”

Russell is just one of a number of hockey stars who are all bringing a 

high level of professionalism to coaching academies and clinics across the 

globe. Tom Boon, the Belgium men’s sharp-shooting forward has lent his 

name and his coaching ability to Tom Boon’s Hockey Camps, where he is 

joined by sister Jill – also an international player – and other members of 

the men’s and women’s national squads. 

Young players get the chance to leaner shooting skills from one of 

the most devastating strikers of his era but, as part of the innovative 

coaching camp, they also learn goalkeeping via a water chute, balance 

using a precarious set of wooden posts and team-building skills in the 

surrounding woodland.

Meanwhile, in Argentina, Campus Lucha, the coaching clinic run by 

hockey legend and eight times FIH Player of the Year Luciana Aymar, 

is proving a huge draw to youngsters. Aymar, who is arguably the best 

known female hockey player on the planet, may have retired from 

international duty, but her cache as an inspiration remains undiminished. 

As hundreds of young Argentina girls jog round the pitch, weave through 

cones and shoot into the goal, half an eye is looking out to see if their 

hero is noticing. And Aymar doesn’t disappoint – she is on hand to offer 

encouragement, coaching tips and, that elusive of qualities - inspiration.

Also drawing on his star-player stays is Australia’s Jamie Dwyer. Like 

Aymar, Dwyer has picked up the FIH Player of the Year award on multiple 

occasions and is feted as one of the best players of all time. The Jamie 
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Dwyer Hockey Academy attracts young players from all over Australia, and 

Dwyer is always on hand to lead the coaching sessions. 

The Aussie star says: “I have learnt to adapt to all different styles of 

hockey that are played all over the world. The way the Dutch play is 

different to the Australians and that is the same for the Spaniards who are 

different again. I have learnt so much from my own experience and I see 

coaching as an opportunity to broaden players’ knowledge and hopefully 

give something back to hockey.”

Back in South Africa as Shelley Russell prepares for another Hockey 

Academy, she reveals that coaching is a family trait in the Russell 

household. Brent, Shelley’s brother, is a former Sharks and Springbok 

rugby player and he has been involved in the coaching academy for the 

past three years. “I got involved because I want to uplift youngsters. You 

cannot be a sports person if you do not impart what you know onto 

others,” he says. “I believe that playing sport helps socialise and educate.”\

And Russell explained that some of her own motivation to get involved 

with coaching came from her overseas experiences. “I spent time playing 

hockey in Europe and saw the coaching that was taking place in England, 

Belgium and the Netherlands. It frustrated me that these countries were 

making so many strides while in South Africa it was standing still. There is 

so much raw talent in South Africa and with effective programmes we can 

steer that talent in the right direction.”

With South Africa women unable to participate in the 2016 Rio 

Olympic Games, despite qualifying as the continental champions, hockey 

in the country has a huge amount of rebuilding to do. It will be down to 

the likes of Russell to use her own skills and achievements to motivate the 

next generation of hockey players. 

Russell, and the other hockey players turned coaches, are at the 

forefront of a move to bring a high level of professionalism to the 

coaching arena. But what they also bring is something equally important, 

star quality. For a young player who sees his or her hero on the pitch, 

doing the skills and running the session – well what could be more 

inspirational than that? l
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T
he men’s Hockey World League Final took place in the central Indian city of 

Raipur and the packed stadium was treated to the sight of eight of the world’s 

best teams battling it out to become the HWL champions.

The event, in its second edition, began almost two years ago with the 

HWL Round One competitions. More than 40 teams, ranked lower than 20 in the world 

competed in the knockout competition in venues across the globe. Host cities for these 

events included Muscat in Oman, Lousada in Portugal, Kingston in Jamaica and Suva 

in Fiji. The concept, as outlined by the International Hockey Federation, is simple – by 

spreading the events around the world, you take hockey to new audiences and inspire 

new participants. 

Winners of those Round One events included Fiji, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Russia, 

Egypt and Bangladesh. None of these are names that are well known for hockey, but as 

a result of the HWL, hockey is beginning to gather fans and players at all levels of the 

game in these countries.

In the second round, qualifiers from Round One were joined by teams ranked 12-

19 in the International Hockey Federation World Rankings. These events were held at 

three venues, with eight teams competing at each venue. The winners from these three 

competitions – France, Ireland and Malaysia automatically qualified for the HWL Semi-

Finals, along with the second and third placed teams, China, Poland, Canada, Egypt, 

Japan and Austria.

The HWL Semi-Finals, which took place in Buenos Aires and Antwerp, took on a 

particular significance as they offered the top three teams at each event the chance 

to qualify for the 2016 Olympics. This gave an added frisson and tension to the 

tournaments, creating an exhilarating atmosphere. Top beneficiary of the HWL Semi-

Final was Canada, who sealed an Olympic qualification place due to their performances 

in Buenos Aires.

By the time the HWL Final took place, all the Olympic qualification spots had been 

sorted out, with teams either qualifying through their continental championships – in 

the cases of Netherlands, Australia, Argentina and India, or via the HWL Semi-Finals. 

The eight teams contesting the HWL Final are all on route to Rio, so this was an ideal 

opportunity for coaches to see their squads in action and for players to impress.

And so to the tournament itself. This was run as two pools of four, with a quarter-

final deciding who goes through to contest the top four places. In essence, the pool 

games are warm-up matches for the quarter-finals. 

It was thrilling, dramatic and 
colourful, and ultimately, the best 

team in the world finished on top of 
the world in the Raipur, India.
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At the end of the pool stages, Great Britain and the Netherlands topped pools A and 

B respectively, with no losses, while Canada and India were left sitting at the bottom of 

their pools with no wins to their names.

But, this is where the quarter-finals take on such significance. Great Britain lost their 

quarter-final to India in a close 2-1 encounter and so the pool leaders found themselves 

out of the running while the host nation sailed through to the semi-finals, much to the 

delight of the vociferous and passionate host nation fans.

Great Britain’s Nick Catlin summed up his team’s feelings: “We are incredibly 

disappointed. We came here with a goal of putting in good performances and winning 

hockey matches, but we haven’t done that in the most important game.”

The three other quarter finals went with the form book – Netherlands beat Canada 

2-0; Australia defeated Germany 4-1 and Belgium beat Argentina by a 2-1 scoreline.

The first semi-final saw Australia take on the Netherlands in what turned out to  

be the Jamie Dwyer show. The Australian superstar was playing his 350th match for  

the Kookaburras, and during a match that Australia dominated more than the 3-2 

scoreline would suggest, Dwyer played the magician, creating havoc in the Dutch 

defending circle and creating two of Australia’s three goals. Dylan Wotherspoon and 

Daniel Beale gave the world number one side an early lead, and only heroics by Jaap 

Stockmann in the Netherlands goal prevented a whole heap more. Netherlands fought 

back with Constantijn Jonker and Mirco Pruiser finding the goal, before Matt Gohdes 

scored the winner.

Speaking after the game, Dwyer said: “Every time I go out there I just really enjoy 

wearing the green and gold shirt and representing my country. I guess this year I had 

something to prove, both to myself and to those people who didn’t think I could do it 

at 36 years of age. It is good to be out there, not just participating but also having an 

influence.”

In the other semi-final, a sole goal from Cedric Charlier gave Belgium victory over 

India. The Red Lions dominated the game for the first two quarters but India fought back 

in the second half. Chances fell to the India strikers, with S.V. Sunil unlucky not to get his 

team back in the match. 

Reflecting on the game and the missed chances, India head coach Roelant Oltmans 

https://www.facebook.com/planethockey
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said: “We did everything we could to score a goal. We created chances, sometimes you 

are lucky, sometimes you are not and that is just the way it is. In the third and fourth 

quarters the team played really well, giving everything they could to change the score. 

They fought their hearts out, but sometimes you need a little bit of luck.”

India bounced back from that loss to claim the bronze medal in quite dramatic 

fashion. A 5-5 scoreline at full time was followed by shoot-out, and India held their 

nerve to take the match and the medal. A huge crowd witnessed Rupinder Pal Singh 

score twice in the contest but it was the shoot-out heroics of goalkeeper P.R. Sreejesh 

that gave Asian champions India victory in what must surely rank as one of the best 

games of the tournament.

The Netherlands were the dominant force in the first two quarters, with Mirco 
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Pruijser opening the scoring before Niek van der Schoot’s backhand effort into the roof 

of the net doubled the advantage ahead of half time.

India came out fighting after the break and scored three times without reply to take 

the lead, with Ramandeep Singh netting twice either side of a Rupinder Pal Singh penalty 

corner before Mink van der Weerden made the score 3-3 with six minutes remaining. 

Remarkably four goals arrived in the final stages, with Rupinder and Akashdeep Singh 

giving India a 5-3 lead before Van der Weerden completed his hat-trick with a late 

double to force a shootout.

Sreejesh forced errors from Jeroen Hertzberger, Mirco Pruijser and Valentin Verga, 

with Birendra Lakra, Sardar Singh and Rupinder – who netted a penalty stroke after 

Manpreet Singh was fouled in the shoot-out – all scoring to seal a famous victory for 

the home favourites.

The final match, between Australia and Belgium was of equally high quality, but 

the 2-1 result was very much true to form. The Hockeyroos had been indomitable all 

tournament, with clinical finishing and stalwart defending. Goals from Jeremy Hayward 

and Matthew Dawson gave the Kookaburras a 2-0 lead and Simon Gougnard’s last ditch 

goal was too little, too late.

With just under eight months until the Olympics bursts into action in Rio, this HWL 

Final has driven home the fact that the other teams will need to find a way to stop 

Australia’s domination of top flight hockey. Jamie Dwyer’s words after the final suggest 

that the Kookaburra’s have very clear gold-coloured ambitions. “I am very happy 

with the teams performance as we showed in the last three games against Germany, 

Netherlands and Belgium that we can win big matches.” l
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